Multivariate logistic regression with regional and urbanicity fixed-effects and state clustering was used to test associations between IC-related citations and the presence of the following state DOH activities: (1) voluntary or mandatory reporting of NH infections; (2) an advisory board, working group, or collaborative focused on reducing infections in NHs; and (3) IC training available through the DOH Web site (excluding inspection-related information). The models included covariates to control for facility, resident population, and market characteristics similarly to those of other studies. 6, 7 Relationships between overall care quality citations and DOH activities were also evaluated to assess specificity. A significance level of 5% was set a priori. All analyses were conducted using Stata 13 statistical software. (Table 1) .
The association between provider access to IC training and fewer IC-related citations was specific and strong. Using qualitative methods, we previously found the need for increased training opportunities for NH staff members, particularly for those in charge of IC programs. 8 It is logical that state DOHprovided IC training would improve IC and result in an inverse relationship with IC-related citations.
Inverse correlations between the presence of HAI reporting and both general care quality citations and IC-related citations may indicate that HAI reporting impacts quality generally. At the time of data collection, only 5 states had HAI reporting; 3 of these implemented reporting within the previous year. 3 Other factors coinciding with NH HAI reporting in those states and that were not accounted for in our study may have affected care quality citations. Furthermore, the relationship NOTE. Estimates produced using logistic regression models with regional and urbanicity fixed-effects and state clustering, adjusting for facility, resident population, and market characteristics similar to those of other studies. 6, 7 HAI, healthcare associated infection; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
infection control & hospital epidemiology was stronger with IC citations suggesting specificity. Future research should reassess these relationships. It was surprising that no association between presence of advisory groups or collaboratives and citations was found. As these groups may be initiated by an entity other than the state DOH (eg, county-led), they may not have been identified on the state DOH Web site and therefore were not accounted for in the current analysis. Further research regarding regional initiatives to reduce infections in NHs would be helpful to interpret the impact of these initiatives as well as isolate effects of state policies.
We found an IC-related citations rate similar to that of Ye et al. (2015) , 9 which was higher than previously reported.
7
A factor contributing to this difference is that 5 IC-related citations (441-445) were combined into one citation (441) 7 It is plausible that this trend continued to increase through data used in this study.
Given these findings, clinicians may wish to seek out NHspecific IC training as a means to improve practice and reduce IC citations. As IC training resources generated by state DOHs and HAI reporting are different across states, further research should determine which training methods are most effective and whether HAI reporting improves care. Policymakers and state DOHs should provide or increase IC training to NH providers.
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